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What Kind of Treasures Lie
in Your Own Secret Vault?
MAPS is busy getting ready for The K aleidoscope
Vault, MAPS’ first psychedelic adventure auction
happening in Oakland on December 9 at
Cartographie Psychedelica. In the meantime,
join us on September 18 in Vancouver and
September 21 in Seattle for special previews
of The K aleidoscope Vault.

The

Kaleidoscope

Vault

Psychedelic Adventure

Auction

We are making an official call for inkind auction item donations of vacation
and timeshare rentals, rare psychedelic memorabilia and collector’s items, gift certificates
for local services, and anything else you can
offer in support.
Visit www.maps.org/auction and tell us
how you can help!
All proceeds from the auctions will support MAPS’
psychedelic and medical marijuana research and
educational projects.

MAPS Supporter Spotlight: Karl Richard
“I originally found out about MAPS 12 years ago.
Several years earlier, I had chosen to study pharmacology at university…Still, I couldn’t help but notice and feel somewhat uneasy
about the way in which clinical psychiatry tended to view these
hallowed alchemical tools…In fact I was completely discouraged by
my tutors to pursue any career relating to the study of psychedelics,
as this would be tantamount to committing professional suicide. But
the more I studied, the more I saw how modern psychiatry dealt with
the human condition: if there’s a problem, then it’s best swept under
a pharmacological carpet of dulling therapy rather than daring to
deal with the causes.

MAPS Supporter Karl Richard

So I looked for others in a similar position and found MAPS…
All this hard work that they do is bringing some much-needed
evidence into the realm of scientific understanding—evidence that
will ultimately allow psychiatry revise the way in which it sees the
human condition, allowing them to better help those suffering from
conditions like PTSD, drug dependency, and anxiety due to lifethreatening illnesses.
I see this as a once in a lifetime opportunity to help out with
something that could potentially make such a difference to so many
people’s lives here on earth. And if, while doing this, there is also a
chance to help society overcome any fear or negative preconceptions
that it might harbor about psychedelic research…well, you can count
me in.”
May we count you in too? www.maps.org/donate

MAPS: Who We Are
MAPS’ mission is (1) to treat conditions for
which conventional medicines provide limited
relief—such as posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), pain, drug dependence, anxiety and
depression associated with end-of-life issues—
by developing psychedelics and marijuana
into prescription medicines; (2) to treat many
thousands of people by building a network
of clinics where treatments can be provided;
and (3) to educate the public honestly about
the risks and benefits of psychedelics and
marijuana.
“Most of the things worth doing in the world
had been declared impossible
before they were done.”
– Louis D. Brandeis
If you can even faintly imagine a cultural
reintegration of the use of psychedelics and
the states of mind they engender, please join
MAPS in supporting the expansion of scientific
knowledge in this area. Progress is possible
with the support of those who care enough to
take individual and collective action.
The MAPS Bulletin
This MAPS Bulletin has been reduced in size in order to reallocate funds to our expanding number
of research projects. The Winter Bulletin will be a
magazine-size publication and the Spring 2011
issue will be another special theme issue.
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Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) is an IRS-approved
501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation funded by tax
deductible donations. Your participation,
financial or otherwise, is welcome.
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Free Cultural Work A Creative Commons Attribution
You are free: to share, to copy, distribute and
transmit this information under the following
conditions:
*Attribution. You must attribute the work in the
manner specified by the author or licensor (but
not in any way that suggests that they endorse
you or your use of the work).
What does “Attribute this work” mean?
* For any reuse or distribution, you must make
clear to others the license terms of this work.
The best way to do this is with a link to our web
page: www.maps.org
* Any of the above conditions can be waived if
you get permission from the copyright holder.
* Nothing in this license impairs or restricts
the author’s moral rights. Your fair dealing
and other rights are in no way affected by the
above.

